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a b s t r a c t
Paclitaxel and doxorubicin are potent anticancer drugs used in the clinic as mono-therapies or in combination
with other modalities to treat various neoplasms. However, both drugs suffer from side effects and poor pharmacokinetics. These two drugs have dissimilar physico-chemical properties, pharmacokinetics and distinct mechanisms of action, toxicity and drug resistance. In order to target both drugs selectively to the tumor site, we
conjugated them at a synergistic ratio to a biocompatible and biodegradable polyglutamic acid (PGA) backbone.
Drugs conjugation to a nano-sized polymer enabled preferred tumor accumulation by passive targeting, making
use of the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. The rational design presented here resulted in codelivery of combination of the drugs and their simultaneous release at the tumor site. PGA–paclitaxel–doxorubicin
nano-sized conjugate exhibited superior anti-tumor efﬁcacy and safety compared to the combination of the free
drugs or a mixture of the drugs conjugated to separate polymer chains, at equivalent concentrations. This novel
polymer-based multi-drug nano-sized conjugate allowed for true combination therapy since it delivered both
drugs to the same target site at the ratio required for synergism. Using mice bearing orthotopic mammary adenocarcinoma, we demonstrate here the advantage of a combined polymer therapeutic bearing two synergistic drugs
on the same polymer backbone, compared to each drug bound separately to the backbone.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The conjugation of anticancer drugs with biocompatible polymers
offers many advantages over small molecular therapeutics. These include: (i) improved solubility and stability, (ii) preferred passive accumulation of the drug at the tumor site by the enhanced permeability
and retention (EPR) effect [1,2], (iii) reduced systemic toxicity and
decreased or even abrogated immunogenicity, (iv) ability to overcome
cancer cells resistance, and (v) increased therapeutic efﬁcacy [3].
Many of the above advantages arise from the nano-scaled size of
the polymer therapeutic. The high molecular-weight nanocarrier can
only extravasate through the leaky blood vessels at the tumor area
and internalize into target cells via endocytosis, resulting in a longer
circulation time of the conjugate in the bloodstream compared with
the free drugs [3]. This phenomenon of passive diffusion through the
hyperpermeable neovasculature and localization in the tumor interstitium is observed in many solid tumors for macromolecular agents and
lipids [4]. Currently, a number of polymer–drug conjugates are available for cancer treatment, and more are in the pipeline for clinical
studies [5,6].
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Another advantage of polymeric nanomedicines is their versatility,
enabling to tailor different compounds with controlled loading percentage on a single polymeric backbone [7,8]. This property can be utilized
for the coupling of two chemotherapeutic drugs, with different mechanisms of action, and different resistance and toxicity proﬁles, on the
same nanocarrier. Importantly, coupling two agents that act synergistically will allow the administration of lower concentrations of each
agent, increasing their combined anti-tumor efﬁcacy and decreasing
their toxicity. These multivalent polymeric nanocarriers serve as ideal
platforms for true combination therapy, where the therapeutics are
given simultaneously in one injection and share the same pharmacokinetic proﬁle [9–11].
The anthracycline antibiotic, doxorubicin (DOX) and the microtubuleinterfering agent, paclitaxel (PTX), are clinically well-established and
highly effective anti-neoplastic medications as mono-therapies [12,13]
and as sequential combination therapy [14–17]. As small Mw agents,
they both suffer from different side effects, like neurotoxicity for PTX
and cumulative dose-related cardiotoxicity for DOX [18]. Furthermore,
since PTX is not water-soluble, it is administered with a solubilizing
agent cremophor EL, which causes hypersensitivity reactions by itself
[19].
A chemical conjugation of PTX and DOX to a nanocarrier could
offer pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic advantages by passively targeting both drugs to the tumor site at the required ratio for
synergism. Polyglutamic acid (PGA) is a water-soluble multivalent
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polymer which allows the conjugation of several compounds or targeting
moieties within the polymer backbone [20–22]. It is non-immunogenic,
is non-toxic, and is biodegradable by cathepsin B, an enzyme that is
highly expressed in most tumor tissues [23–26]. PGA enables multivalent binding of synergistic drugs and selective delivery to tumors
when used at an appropriate nano-scaled size. Those features make
PGA an attractive drug carrier. Indeed, PGA–PTX (OPAXIO™) is currently being evaluated in Phase III clinical trials for ovarian cancer as a single
agent [27,28], and for non-small-cell lung cancer in combination with
carboplatin [29]. A Phase III clinical trial was recently concluded for
OPAXIO™ as an orphan drug in combination with temozolomide and
radiotherapy for patients suffering from glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) [30]. OPAXIO™ could not be safely combined with temozolomide due to Grade 4 hematologic toxicity. However, the favorable
progression-free and overall survival suggested that OPAXIO™ may
enhance radiation for GBM [30]. It is increasingly clear that combination
therapy is likely to provide a long-term solution for the treatment of
metastatic and/or resistant disease. Recently, several studies have
explored the advantage of using a combination therapy in polymer–
drug conjugates [31–35].
The aim of this study was to synthesize a polymer therapeutic combining two synergistic drugs on the same polymer chain at an appropriate ratio, and to determine its in vivo advantage over drugs conjugated
to separate polymer chains and to free drugs.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Ethics statement
All animal procedures were performed in compliance with Tel Aviv
University guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.
2.2. Materials
All chemicals and solvents were A.R. or HPLC grade. Chemical
reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Israel) and Merck
(Israel). HPLC grade solvents were purchased from Biolab (Israel). Paclitaxel and doxorubicin hydrochloride were purchased from Petrus
Chemicals and Materials Ltd. (Israel). All tissue culture reagents were
purchased from Biological Industries Ltd (Beit Haemek, Israel), unless
otherwise indicated. PGA was purchased from Alamanda Polymers
(Huntsville, AL, USA).

2.4. Synthesis of PGA–PTX–DOX
In this combined conjugate PTX is bound directly to the PGA by an
ester bond and DOX is bound through an acid-sensitive hydrazone
bond. PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate was synthesized using the following
steps (Scheme 1):
2.4.1. Synthesis of PGA–PTX
PTX (29.7 mg, 3.48 * 10−2 mmol) was conjugated to PGA (150.0 mg,
1.16 mmol; 100 units, Mw ~ 13 kDa) by carbodiimide coupling (DIC/
HOBt) in anhydrous DMF (10 ml). After 24 hours the solvent was
evaporated under high vacuum and the residue washed in chloroform/
acetone (4:1). The resulting precipitate was washed in chloroform/
acetone (2:2) and dried under vacuum to obtain PGA–PTX conjugate.
The supernatant of the chloroform/acetone washing mixture was kept
to determine drug loading by measuring the amount of unreacted PTX
by analytical HPLC.
2.4.2. Synthesis of SH–PGA–PTX
Cysteamine (12.7 mg, 1.65 * 10−1 mmol) was bound to the PGA–
PTX by carbodiimide coupling in anhydrous DMF (15 ml), in the presence of 50 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) as reducing agent. After 24 hours
the solvent was evaporated under high vacuum and the residue
dissolved in MilliQ water. This aqueous solution was puriﬁed using
Sephacryl S-200 HR column to remove unreacted cysteamine. The
appropriate fractions were lyophilized to obtain SH–PGA–PTX (elution
fractions 85–160 ml). Presence of thiol groups on the polymer was conﬁrmed by Ellman's test [36].
2.4.3. Synthesis of PGA–PTX–DOX
DOX-3,3′-N-[ε-maleimidocaproic acid] hydrazide (EMCH) was
coupled with SH–PGA–PTX, by selective reaction of the maleimide moiety of the linker with SH groups on PGA, to form the ﬁnal conjugate
PGA–PTX–DOX. Reaction was done in dry DMF (10 ml) with the addition of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) as a reducing agent. The
water-soluble sodium salt of the conjugate was obtained by dissolving
the product in 0.25 M NaHCO3 after evaporation of DMF. This aqueous
solution was puriﬁed using Sephacryl S-200 HR column, removing
unreacted drugs and low molecular weight contaminants, and lyophilized to obtain the ﬁnal product as a red powder (elution fractions
85–160 ml). DOX loading was determined by measuring the absorbance of the conjugate (λEX = 495 nm) and by using the molar absorbance of DOX–EMCH (ɛ = 9250 M− 1 cm− 1). The conjugate was
synthesized in 100 mg scale. Appropriate controls were synthesized
(i.e., PGA–PTX (300 mg scale), PGA–DOX (50 mg scale)).

2.3. Chemical data
All reactions requiring anhydrous conditions were performed under
a nitrogen atmosphere. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analysis
was performed using UltiMate 3000 LC System (Thermo Scientiﬁc)
with photodiode array (PDA)-UV detector and Shodex RI-101 detector
(Showa Denko America, Inc.), with Zenix SEC-100 (Sepax) column in
phosphate buffer pH = 7.0, ﬂow 1 ml/min. Reversed phase (RP) high
pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis was performed using
UltiMate 3000 LC system (Thermo Scientiﬁc) with PDA-UV detector
and C18 LiChroCART® Purospher® STAR250 × 4.6 mm column (5 μm)
(Merck Millipore). The mobile phase was a gradient of water (A) and
acetonitrile (ACN) (B) both containing 0.1% (vol/vol) triﬂuoroacetic
acid (TFA), 20% to 100% solvent B in 15 minutes. Chromelion software was employed for data analysis. Polymer conjugates were
puriﬁed by SEC on Sephacryl S-200 HR (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK), using water as eluent. Chemical reagents included: N,
N-diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC), 1-hydroxybenzotriazol (HOBt), diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), N-hydroxysuccinimide (OHSuc), N,Ndimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF), and anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF).

2.4.4. Synthesis of DOX–EMCH
DOX (100.7 mg, 1.74 * 10−1 mmol) was coupled to an acid-sensitive,
EMCH (118.0 mg, 3.48 * 10−1 mmol) linker in a procedure developed by
Willner et al. [37]. MS (ES+): m/z: 752.3 [M], 775.5 [M + Na]+.
2.5. Physico-chemical characterization of the conjugates
2.5.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements
1
H NMR was performed on 400 MHz Avance, Bruker (Karlshruhe,
Germany) system with tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal standard.
The spectra were recorded at room temperature (RT) in deuterium
oxide (D2O), except for PTX, which was recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3).
2.5.2. Surface charge measurements of the conjugates
Zeta potential measurements were performed on a Zetasizer Nano
ZS analyzer with an integrated 4 mW He–Ne laser (λ = 532 nm;
Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, Worcestershire, U.K.). To elucidate
the surface charge of the conjugates, PGA–PTX, PGA–DOX and PGA–
PTX–DOX potentials were measured in 20% aqueous phosphate buffered
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate. x: loading of PTX, 2 mol%, z: loading of DOX, 5 mol%.

saline (PBS), pH = 7.4. The samples were freshly prepared at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml, and ﬁltered through 0.2 μm ﬁlter. All measurements were performed at 25 °C using folded capillary cells (DTS 1070).
2.5.3. Hydrodynamic diameter measurements of the conjugates
Hydrodynamic diameter was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) on a Zetasizer Nano ZS analyzer with an integrated 4 mW
He–Ne laser (λ = 633 nm; Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern,
Worcestershire, U.K.). The samples were freshly prepared in PBS at a
concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. All measurements were performed at
25 °C, using polystyrene cuvettes (10 × 4 × 45 mm).
2.6. Drug release proﬁle and polymer degradation kinetics
2.6.1. Paclitaxel release
For cathepsin B-mediated release measurement, conjugates
were dissolved at a concentration of 5 mg/ml in freshly prepared
activity phosphate buffer pH = 6.0 containing 50 mM NaCl,

1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 5 mM glutathione (GSH), and 0.5 unit/1 ml bovine spleen cathepsin B enzyme
(Sigma) was added. For esterase-mediated release, conjugates were dissolved at a concentration of 5 mg/ml in PBS and 10 μl porcine liver esterase solution, 150 μ/mg protein (Sigma) was added to 0.5 ml sample.
Samples were incubated at 37 °C. Fifty microliters of aliquots taken
each day up to 8 days and 150 μl methanol was added to each sample
to extract the drug. Samples were stored at − 20 °C in darkness until
analysis. The amount of released drug was assayed by HPLC against a calibration curve of free PTX. For non-enzymatic hydrolytic cleavage assessment, polymers were incubated in activity buffer or in PBS only.
2.6.2. Doxorubicin release
Conjugates were dissolved at a concentration of 5 mg/ml in PBS at
pH = 5.0 or in PBS at pH = 7.4 and placed in dialysis tubes in 100 ml
of the same buffer. Samples (1 ml) were taken each day and the same
amount of buffer was replaced. The amount of released DOX was measured by ﬂuorescence (λEx = 485 nm). Alternatively, conjugates were
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dissolved at a concentration of 5 mg/ml in freshly prepared PBS pH =
5.0, 6.0 or 7.0. Samples (100 μl) were taken every day and injected to
HPLC equipped with SEC column.

2.7. Cell culture
MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells and ES-2 human ovarian
carcinoma cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Both cancer cell lines, MDA-MB-231 and ES-2, were grown
in Dulbecco's modiﬁed Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 mg/ml Penicillin, 100 U/ml Streptomycin, 12.5 U/ml Nystatin (PSN), and 2 mM L-glutamine (L-Glu). Cells
were grown at 37 °C; 5% CO2.

2.7.1. Cell proliferation assay
Cells were plated onto 24-well plates (1 × 104 cells/well for both cell
lines) and allowed to attach for 24 hours. Cells were incubated with the
conjugates and free drugs, dissolved in cell culture medium at serial
concentrations, for 72 hours. For treatments containing PTX concentrations ranged from 0.01 nM to 1000 nM, according to PTX-equivalent
concentration. For DOX and PGA–DOX concentrations ranged from
0.025 nM to 2500 nM, according to DOX-equivalent concentration.
These concentrations were selected in order to have the same molar
ratio of PTX to DOX in all the controls as in the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate
(1:2.5 PTX/DOX, respectively). PGA was used at concentrations equivalent to PGA content in PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate. Following incubation,
cells were washed, detached by trypsin and counted by Coulter Counter® (Beckman Coulter).

2.7.2. Isobolograms of PTX and DOX drug combination treatments
IC50 represents the concentration of a drug that is required for 50%
inhibition in vitro. The IC30, 50, 70 values of treatment with PTX, DOX
and their combinations were calculated from the proliferation assays.
IC30, 50, 70 values of PTX and DOX were marked on X, Y axes respectively
and a line which represents additive effect was drawn between each
inhibitory concentration (IC). The combination index (CI) of each treatment was calculated according to the classic isobologram equation combination index = [(D)1/(Dx)1] + [(D)2/(Dx)2] as previously described
[38]. Area on the right side of each IC additive line represents antagonistic effect and the left side represents synergistic effect.

2.7.3. Migration (scratch) assay
The migration of ES-2 and MDA-MB-231 cells in the presence of
PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate and controls was evaluated using the scratch
assay. A scratch was done on a conﬂuent cell monolayer, and cells were
incubated with the conjugates and the free drugs at PTX-equivalent
concentrations of 100 nM and DOX-equivalent concentrations of
250 nM for 17 hours for ES-2 cells and 24 hours for MDA-MB-231
cells. Plates were imaged and the gap width was measured in the beginning and end of the experiment, at the same reference point.

2.7.4. Intracellular uptake of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate by confocal
microscopy
MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on cover glasses placed in 24-well
plates and allowed to attach for 24 hours. Cells were incubated with
PGA–DOX, PGA–PTX–DOX or free DOX (DOX-equivalent concentration
of 500 nM) for 0.5, 4, 12, 24 or 36 hours, washed with PBS, ﬁxed with
4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20 minutes at RT and washed with
PBS again. Slides were mounted with Prolong Gold® antifade reagent
with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Invitrogen). Cellular
uptake was imaged with a Leica SP5 Confocal Imaging system.

2.8. Biocompatibility evaluation
2.8.1. Cytokines induction assay
We evaluated the effect of conjugates (PGA–PTX–DOX, PGA–PTX,
PGA–DOX, PGA–PTX plus PGA–DOX), free drugs (PTX, DOX and PTX
plus DOX) and PGA alone on tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)
and interleukin 6 (IL-6) cytokines secretion from human peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). PBMCs were freshly isolated
from healthy human donors obtained from Tel Hashomer (Sheba)
Blood Bank. Whole blood was diluted with PBS in a ratio of 1:2. The
diluted blood was gently overlaid onto 10 ml Ficoll (lymphoprep)
(1:3 ratio). Gradients were centrifuged at 22 °C, 300g (1400 rpm),
for 30 minutes. Opaque-light PBMCs ring was removed from the
interphase into a new tube. PBMCs were washed with PBS and centrifuged at 250g (1100 rpm) for 10 minutes. PBMCs pellet was resuspended in approximately 40 ml Roswell Park Memorial Institute
(RPMI) 1640 growth medium (with 10% FBS, L -Glu, PSN). Cells
were resuspended with PBMCs medium to a ﬁnal concentration of
8 × 106/ml. PBMCs (1 ml/sample) were incubated with the conjugates or free drugs for 4 hours at 37 °C in humidiﬁed 5% CO 2 /air.
Lipopolysacharides (LPS) (L2880, Sigma) were used as positive control (1 mg/ml) and PBS was used as negative control. Upon incubation, cells were centrifuged at 200g (1000 rpm) for 5 minutes.
Supernatant was removed and RNA was isolated from the cells pellets using EZ-RNA II total RNA isolation kit (Biological Industries).
One microgram of RNA was reverse transcribed using EZ-ﬁrst strand
cDNA synthesis kit for RT-PCR (Biological Industries). SYBR green
based real-time PCR assays (QIAGEN) were used to assess the levels
of TNF-α and IL-6 cytokines secretion following incubation of PBMCs
with the tested conjugates. The expression levels of the evaluated
cytokines were normalized to GAPDH. The following primer pairs
were used: IL-6: F—GGCACTGGCAGAAAACAACC, R—GGC AAGTCTCCTC
AT TGA ATCC; TNF-α: F—CCCAGGCAGTCAGATCATCTTC, R—TCAGCT
TGAGGGTTTGCTACAA; GAPDH: F—ATTCCACCCATGGCAAATTC, R—
GGATCTCGCTCC TGGAAGATG.

2.8.2. Hemolysis assay
Rat red blood cells (RBC) solution (2% wt/wt) was incubated with
serial dilutions of PGA–PTX–DOX, PTX, DOX and the combination of
free drugs, for 1 hour at 37 °C. Highest concentration of the treatments
was the one used in the in vivo experiment, adjusted to dilution in
mouse blood volume (0.5 mg/ml conjugate and equivalent concentrations of free drugs). Dextran (Mw 70 kDa, Sigma) was used as negative
control and polyethyleneimine (Mw 25 kDa, Sigma) was used as positive control. Following centrifugation, the supernatants were transferred to a new plate and absorbance measured at 550 nm using a
SpectraMax M5e plate reader (Molecular Devices). The results were
expressed as percentage of hemoglobin released by 1% wt/vol solution
of Triton X100 (100% lysis).

2.9. Biodistribution of the conjugate
PGA–PTX–DOX was injected intravenously (i.v.) via the tail vein to
nu/nu mice bearing mammary tumors (n = 3). Mice were killed
following 1.5, 5.5 or 24 hours, perfused with saline and organs and
tumors were taken for analysis. Organs and tumor were homogenized
and lyophilized. ACN (1 ml) was added to extract the free drugs, and
suspension was vortexed well and centrifuged. Supernatant (0.5 ml)
was dried by SpeedVac and the obtained residue was dissolved in
100 μl ACN, to concentrate the solution. To the remaining organs suspension 1 ml DDW was added, to extract the water-soluble conjugate.
Same procedure as for ACN was repeated. The resulting 100 μl solutions
were injected to HPLC to determine the amount of the conjugate and
the released drugs.
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2.10. Evaluation of antitumor activity and toxicity of the conjugates
Nu/nu female mice were inoculated to the mammary fat pad
with 1 × 106 MDA-MB-231 cells. Mice bearing ~ 25 mm3 tumors
were treated i.v. with conjugates (PGA–PTX–DOX (n = 3), PGA–
PTX (n = 4), PGA–DOX (n = 4) and combination of PGA–PTX
and PGA–DOX in the same ratio as on the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate
(n = 4)), free drugs (PTX (n = 4), DOX (n = 4) and PTX + DOX
combination in the same ratio as on the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate
(n = 5)) and PBS + 20 mM DTT (n = 3). All drugs and conjugates
solutions were prepared with PBS containing 20 mM DTT as a
reducing agent, to prevent aggregate formation in the conjugate
solutions. First treatment was given at 7.5 mg/kg DOX-equivalent
dose and 4.5 mg/kg PTX-equivalent dose, and the following
treatments at 5 mg/kg DOX-equivalent dose and 3 mg/kg PTXequivalent dose. Mice were treated three times a week, starting
at day 11 post-tumor inoculation (5 treatments in total). Tumors were
measured by a digital caliper and tumor volume was calculated
as: width 2 × length × 0.52. Body weight and tumor size were
monitored every other day. Mice were sacriﬁced when tumor volume
reached 1500 mm3 or when they lost more than 15% of their body
weight.
2.11. Statistical methods
Data were expressed as mean ± SD for in vitro assays or ±SEM for
in vivo. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined using an analysis of variance (ANOVA).
3. Results
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3.1.3. Hydrodynamic diameter of the conjugates
Hydrodynamic diameter of the conjugates was measured. The
values are summarized in Table 1. PGA–PTX–DOX has the largest diameter (37.5 nm), compared with PGA–PTX and PGA–DOX, as expected for
a polymer bearing two drugs. PGA–DOX was found to have a larger diameter compared to PGA–PTX (17.0 nm versus 4.6 nm, respectively).
PGA was found to be of 4.5 nm.
The physicochemical parameters of the conjugates are summarized
in Table 1.
3.1.4. Release of the drugs
Release of the drugs from the conjugates was evaluated in different
conditions (Fig. 1). PTX release was determined in PBS at pH = 6.0 or
7.0 in the presence or absence of cathepsin B or esterase. Release rate
was similar at pH = 6.0 or 7.0 and was slightly higher in the presence
of cathepsin B or esterase. In any case, only a limited percentage (up
to 25%) of the bound PTX was released by the last time point (t =
6 days). Similar release proﬁle was observed for PGA–PTX, even though
it has higher loading of PTX (13.5 mol% compared to 2 mol%) (Supplementary Fig. 3). Release of PTX could not be followed for a longer period
because degradation of free PTX occurred when incubated longer than 1
week in all the conditions examined (results not shown).
Release of DOX in solution could not be seen in these experiments.
When injected to HPLC with SEC column, peak of the conjugate retained
the same absorbance at the 485 nm wavelength at all the time points
(up to 7 days).
3.1.5. Stability evaluation
Drug release in PBS at 37 °C from PGA–PTX–DOX was 8% and from
PGA–PTX, it was 5% after 24 hours.
3.2. Cell culture experiments

3.1. Physico-chemical characterization of the conjugates
A PGA-based conjugate bearing PTX and DOX (PGA–PTX–DOX) and
control conjugates (PGA–PTX and PGA–DOX) have been synthesized
and characterized. Synthesis of the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate is depicted
in Scheme 1. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) conﬁrmed the coupling of PTX
and DOX to PGA (Supplementary Fig. 1). SEC analysis of PGA–PTX–
DOX showed a peak with retention time of 6.4 minutes, corresponding
to high Mw compounds, and absorbance at 270 nm and 485 nm indicating the presence of PTX and DOX, respectively, on the polymer
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

3.2.1. Evaluation of synergistic activity of drug combination
Effect of combination treatment of PTX and DOX was evaluated on
several cancer cell lines at different ratios of the drugs. Combination of
the drugs showed synergism on MDA-MB-231 and ES-2 cells, which
was highest when DOX was in higher concentration than PTX (Fig. 2).
Combination index (CI) of these drugs was evaluated in several other
cell lines and was found to be cell line-dependent (results not shown).

3.1.1. Drug loading of the conjugates
PTX loading was determined indirectly by HPLC, by determining the
unbound drug amount. DOX loading was determined by UV, using the
molar absorbance coefﬁcient of DOX–EMCH. For PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate, PTX loading was 2 mol% (8.3% wt/wt) and DOX loading was 5 mol%
(13.2% wt/wt). For PGA–PTX conjugate, loading was 13.5 mol% (44.0%
wt/wt) and for PGA–DOX conjugate, loading was 2.8 mol% (8.8% wt/wt).

3.2.2. Evaluation of the cytotoxic effect of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate on
cancer cells
Cytotoxicity of free drugs, PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate, PGA–PTX and
PGA–DOX conjugates was evaluated on ES-2 ovarian carcinoma cells
and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. PGA–PTX–DOX exhibited high
cytotoxicity, as did a combination of PGA–PTX and PGA–DOX (Fig. 3).
Free drugs were more toxic than the conjugates. PGA alone exhibited
no toxicity up to the concentrations relevant for the in vivo study. IC50
values of the treatments are summarized in Table 2. Results are an average of three independent experiments.

3.1.2. Zeta potential of the conjugates
Zeta potential of PGA and the conjugates was measured. Zeta potential values are summarized in Table 1. As expected, PGA was negatively
charged, and it became less negative when the drugs were bound to the
γ
COOH residues.

3.2.3. Evaluation of the effect of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate on migration of
cancer cells
The migration of ES-2 cells and MDA-MB-231 cells in the presence of
PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate was evaluated using the scratch assay. PGA–
PTX–DOX signiﬁcantly inhibited the migration of the cells compared

Table 1
Physico-chemical properties of the conjugates.

PGA salt form
PGA–PTX–DOX
PGA–PTX
PGA–DOX

Size (d, nm)

Zeta potential (mV)

Molecular weight (theoretical) (kDa)

PTX loading (%mol)

DOX loading (%mol)

4.5
37.5
4.6
17.0

−42.5
−27.3
−30.4
−35.9

15.1
20.7
26.1
17.3

–
2.0
13.5
–

–
5.0
–
2.8
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Cell viability (% of control)

A

120
PTX
100

PTX + 10 DOX
DOX

80

DOX + 1 nM PTX

60
40
20
0
0.01

1

100

10000

Drug concentration (nM)
Paclitaxel concentration (nM)

B

30

20

10

CI: 0.7

CI: 0.58

0
0

CI: 0.45

20

40

60

80

Doxorubicin concentration (nM)

to all other controls (Fig. 4). Representative results from one of three
independent experiments are shown.
3.2.4. Intracellular uptake of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate
Internalization and accumulation of DOX in the nucleus of ES-2 cells
and MDA-MB-231 cells was evaluated by confocal microscopy. In all
samples, DOX was seen inside the cells already at the 30 minutes time
point, indicating rapid internalization both for free drug and the conjugates. Free DOX is seen in the nucleus of the cells after 4 hours. In the
PGA–DOX samples, DOX is seen in the nucleus after 12 hours, while in
the PGA–PTX–DOX samples, DOX is accumulated in the nucleus by
36 hours for both cell lines (Fig. 5A, B). A spectral analysis of the images
revealed a shift in the spectrum of DOX when it is inside the nucleus,
indicating that DOX is not bound to the polymer when in the nucleus
(Supplementary Fig. 4).
3.3. Biocompatibility evaluation
3.3.1. Cytokines induction
In order to evaluate the safety proﬁle of PGA–PTX–DOX as a
nanomedicine, an ex vivo cytokines induction study was performed
using the human PBMCs, which determined the secretion of major inﬂammatory cytokines. The secretion level of inﬂammatory interleukins
was evaluated using IL-6 and TNF-α as a model for the innate immune
response. PGA–PTX–DOX did not induce elevated secretion of the cytokines, while free DOX did. As a positive control, we used the Toll-like
receptor 4 natural ligand, lipopolysaccharides (LPS), that induced secretion of high levels of both TNF-α and IL-6 (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 1. PTX release from the polymer. (A) Release of PTX in the presence of cathepsin B at
pH 6, at 37 °C. (B) Release of PTX in the presence of esterase in PBS, at 37 °C.
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Fig. 2. Synergistic activity of PTX and DOX on cancer cells. Inhibition of cell proliferation
and isobolograms of drug combination on (A, B) ES2 and (C, D) MDA-MB-231 cells. The
IC values were calculated from the logarithmic trendlines of the curves (see Supplementary Table 1 for trendline equations).
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Fig. 4. Inhibition of cancer cell migration (scratch assay) by PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate.
PGA–PTX–DOX inhibited the migration of ES2 (black) and MDA-MB-231 (gray) cells
similarly to free PTX and combination of free drugs (PTX + DOX). Statistical signiﬁcance was determined using one-sided ANOVA and Dunnett post hoc test. *p b 0.05,
**p b 0.01, ***p b 0.001, compared to untreated control.

3.5. Evaluation of antitumor activity and toxicity of the conjugates

Fig. 3. Growth inhibition of cancer cells by PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate. Drugs retain their
cytotoxic effect after conjugation to the polymer. Cells were incubated with the conjugates
and free drugs, dissolved in cell culture medium at serial concentrations, for 72 hours.
PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate inhibited the growth of (A) ES2 cells and (B) MDA-MB-231
cells, similarly to the combination of PGA–PTX + PGA–DOX, but less than the combination
of free drugs. PGA had no cytotoxic effect.

3.3.2. Hemolysis
Biocompatibility of the conjugate was also assessed by measuring
red blood cell (RBC) lysis. The concentrations used were the relevant
in vivo concentrations, adjusted to dilution in the mouse blood volume
(1.5 ml). The results clearly show that at this concentration our
PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate and the free drugs did not cause hemolysis
ex vivo and are therefore suitable for i.v. administration (Fig. 7).
Polyethyleneimine (PEI), a cationic polymer, was used as a positive control and dextran was used as a negative control.
3.4. Biodistribution of the conjugate
Biodistribution of the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate in mammary
adenocarcinoma-bearing mice was evaluated following i.v. administration. Amounts of conjugate in organs and tumors were evaluated by analytical RP-HPLC, using a calibration curve of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate.
The conjugate accumulated mainly in the tumor (Fig. 8). Some amount
of the conjugate was also detected in the kidneys and in the spleen.
Table 2
IC50 values (nM) of the conjugates and free drugs.
Treatment/Cells

ES-2

MDA-MB-231

PTX
DOX
PTX + DOX
PGA–PTX–DOX
PGA–PTX
PGA–DOX
PGA–PTX + PGA–DOX
PGA

5
22
6
29
233
211
47
NA

4
16
2
10
31
190
13
NA

NA–not applicable. The IC50 values were calculated from the logarithmic trendlines of the
curves (see Supplementary Table 2 for trendline equations).

3.5.1. Efﬁcacy
Treatment with PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate led to a substantial antitumor effect in human mammary adenocarcinoma mouse model, compared with controls. Notably, the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate inhibited
tumor growth to a higher extent than the mixture of individuallyconjugated drugs (PGA–PTX + PGA–DOX) or the combination of free
drugs (PTX + DOX) at equivalent drug-concentrations (Fig. 9A). The
graph of each group was terminated on the day at which the initial
number of the mice was reduced due to toxicity or tumor size. However,
measurements of remaining mice in the group continued and are
shown in the Kaplan–Meyer survival curve. Treatment efﬁcacy, deﬁned
as tumor growth inhibition ratio between treated versus control groups
(T/C), was calculated on day 26 following treatment initiation, when
ﬁrst mouse was euthanized due to large tumor size (Table 3). Mice
treated with PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate survived for the longest period
of all groups (Fig. 9B).
3.5.2. Safety
The conjugates exhibited superior safety compared to the free drugs.
Five treatments with free DOX (5 mg/kg) and combination of PTX plus
DOX (3 + 5 mg/kg, respectively) caused a reduction of over 10% in body
weight immediately following treatments, which was reversed after
treatment withdrawal. Several weeks later, mice from these groups
developed again signiﬁcant weight loss and appeared weak and lethargic. Mice that lost more than 15% body weight were euthanized (3 out of
5 mice in each of these groups). Mice treated with conjugates, PBS or
free PTX (5 treatments of 3 mg/kg) exhibited stable weight gain and
appeared healthy (Fig. 9C). Furthermore, mice from the DOX- and PTX
plus DOX-treated groups also developed tail skin lesions at the site of
injection about a week following treatment withdrawal (Fig. 9D).
4. Discussion
The aims of this study were to synthesize a novel polymer therapeutic combining two synergistic drugs on the same polymer chain at an
appropriate ratio, and to determine its advantage over drugs conjugated
to separate polymer chains and over the combination of free drugs. PTX
and DOX were selected because they are highly potent anticancer
agents, which are used extensively in the clinic as mono-therapies and
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in sequential combination protocol, especially for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer [16,17]. Our system demonstrates for the ﬁrst time
a covalent bonding of PTX and DOX to the same polymeric backbone,
PGA. Several studies suggested a combination of two drugs using a
single polymeric backbone as a carrier. Some of these studies evaluated
the in vitro activity of DOX in combination with other agents. Vicent
et al. [31] showed an in vitro synergistic effect with a synthetic polymer
carrying a chemotherapeutic agent (DOX) and an endocrine therapy
(aminoglutethimide, AGM) designed for the treatment of postmenopausal breast cancer patients. Furthermore, Greco et al. [39]
compared the cytotoxic activity of HPMA copolymer–DOX–AGM
conjugate to the combination of each drug bound separately to
HPMA copolymer. They showed that attachment of both drugs to
the same polymer backbone was a requirement for enhanced cytotoxicity, and that a mixture of polymer conjugates containing only AGM and
only DOX did not show synergistic beneﬁt in vitro [31,39]. Bae et al. [40]
evaluated a PEG–poly(aspartate-hydrazide) (PEG–PAH) block copolymer of DOX for combination delivery with Wortmannin (WOR), a
phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase inhibitor. pH-sensitive polymeric micelles were designed to release the two agents simultaneously with
an identical pharmacokinetic proﬁle. In vitro biological activity revealed
that by concurrent treatment of DOX and WOR, enhanced cytotoxicity
was observed. Unfortunately, WOR is not an FDA-approved drug. In
addition to these promising in vitro ﬁndings showing advantageous
DOX combinations, in vivo evidence for the potential of polymerbased multi-drug targeting was provided by Ahmed et al. [41], that
showed in vivo anticancer activity of biodegradable polymersomes
loaded with a combination of PTX and DOX. In their study, the microphase transitions of the polymersomes fostered the drug release, ﬁrst
of the soluble DOX and then of PTX, that was integrated into the membrane. The release of the drugs occurred at neutral pH. However, unlike
our covalently-conjugated PTX and DOX, these drugs were entrapped in
the polymersomes [41]. A recent study by Lammers et al [32]. presented
a modest therapeutic beneﬁt in vivo of HPMA copolymer conjugated to
DOX and gemcitabine (Gem), over the combination of the two individual polymeric prodrugs. The authors speculated that this modest effect
might be attributed to the cell lines' low sensitivity to DOX [32]. For all
above mentioned studies, a synergistic effect with DOX was not fully
demonstrated by isobolograms and combination indexes, thus it is difﬁcult to compare between the studies.
Another example of combination therapy involving PTX is a codelivery
of PTX and cisplatin (CDDP) loaded on a triblock polypeptide, forming a
micellar carrier. The dual-drug-loaded micelles showed synergistic
effects in inhibition of proliferation of human lung cancer cells. Similarly to our results, an in vivo study showed that the polypeptidebased combination of the two drugs displayed safer and more efﬁcacious inhibition toward tumor growth than free drug combination [34].
Before coupling PTX and DOX to the carrier, we thoroughly investigated the optimal ratio of drugs for synergism and the different types
of cancer cells in which synergism occurs. Our results show that these
drugs have a synergistic cytotoxic activity on MDA-MB-231 breast
cancer cells and ES-2 ovarian cancer cells, when DOX is at higher concentration than PTX, according to calculated isobolograms. Our ﬁnal
conjugate had a loading of 5 mol% DOX and 2 mol% PTX that resulted
in drug synergism. Due to synthetic limitations, a higher loading of
DOX could not be achieved. A higher PTX loading was easily achieved
as demonstrated for PGA–PTX at 13.5 mol%. However, it was necessary
to limit the PTX loading in order to obtain a synergistic ratio of DOX to
PTX on the polymer. The zeta potential of the polymer remained
Fig. 5. Internalization of PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate into cancer cells. Internalization of
PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate, PGA–DOX conjugate and free DOX into (A) ES2 and (B) MDAMB-231 cells was examined by confocal microscopy after incubation with the drug for
0.5, 4, 12, 24 and 36 hours. After 30 minutes both the conjugate and free DOX were
seen inside the cells, indicated by red color of the DOX. Free DOX was concentrated in
the nucleus after 4 hours, while in PGA–DOX samples DOX was observed the nucleus
after 12 hours and in PGA–PTX–DOX samples after 24 hours.
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Fig. 7. PGA–PTX–DOX does not cause red blood cell lysis. Hemolysis of RBC isolated from
whole rat blood was examined after 1-hour incubation with PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate and
the control treatments. None of the treatments caused hemolysis at the concentrations used
in in vivo experiments. PEI was used as a positive control and dextran as a negative control.

release in the plasma was at a minimal amount and did not induce
any toxicity (Fig. 9C and D).
We could not detect the release of DOX from the polymer in solution,
even after prolonged incubation at acidic pH. However, we demonstrate
that DOX is being released from the polymer intracellularly, as evidenced by confocal microscopy experiments and in vitro activity assays.
One possible explanation is that the conjugate is forming a complex
structure in solution, where the multiple sodium carboxyl groups of
the PGA are buffering the external pH, thus preventing the hydrolysis
of the acid-labile hydrazone bonds inside. This might also explain the
slow release of PTX in solution, while the in vitro activity of the conjugates suggests that actual release inside the cells occurs much faster.
Cell internalization and nuclear accumulation of the conjugated DOX
were evaluated by confocal microscopy, using its intrinsic ﬂuorescence.
Both free DOX and the conjugates internalized into the cells, but not into
the nucleus, by 30 minutes. Free DOX accumulated in the nucleus faster
than conjugated DOX, since in order to enter the nucleus, the drug ﬁrst
needs to be released from the polymer [43,44]. DOX from the PGA–PTX–
DOX conjugate seems to be released slower than from PGA–DOX, as it is
seen to accumulate at a later time point. Probably, the presence of the
hydrophobic PTX molecules in the conjugate changes its conformation
and therefore the release kinetic of DOX.

negative after conjugation of the drugs, which should confer good formulation stability by reducing aggregation.
In principle, both drugs should have similar release kinetics from the
polymer in order to achieve synergism at the target site. In our nanosized conjugate, DOX was bound through an acid-labile hydrazone linker, which is cleaved in acidic pH such as that of the endosome or
lysosome. PTX was bound directly to the PGA backbone via an ester
bond that can be hydrolyzed in the same cellular compartments as the
EMCH linker, in acidic pH and by esterases. Our results show that in
the presence of esterase or cathepsin B, release of PTX from the polymer
was slightly faster than in PBS. Degradation of the polymer chain by
cathepsin B enhances the release of PTX. Since the linker between the
PGA and PTX is a hydrolytically-labile ester bond, our initial concern
was whether premature release of PTX in the circulation would undermine the conjugate's ability to reduce systemic toxicity. Previous work
on PGA–PTX using a similar linker showed a small PTX fraction being
released in the circulation [42]. These ﬁndings together with the results
obtained from our PTX release experiments (Fig. 1) suggest that PTX

3.0

PGA-PTX-DOX conjugate [mg]/tissue [g]

Fig. 6. PGA–PTX–DOX does not induce cytokine release from PBMCs. Release of proinﬂammatory cytokines (A) IL-6 and (B) TNF-alpha from human PBMCs after 4-hour incubation with PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate and the control treatments. PGA–PTX–DOX did not
induce release of the cytokines, while free DOX did. LPS was used as a positive control.
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Fig. 8. Biodistribution of PGA–PTX–DOX in mammary tumor bearing mice. Biodistribution
of the conjugate at 1.5, 5.5 and 24 hours following i.v. injection. The conjugate accumulated
mainly in the tumor at all time points.
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In vitro cytotoxicity assays proved that indeed DOX is released in its
active form. PGA–PTX–DOX was highly cytotoxic to both MDA-MB-231
and ES-2 cells, suggesting that PTX and DOX are released from the polymer and retain their activity within 72 hours. As expected, in vitro free
drugs had a higher IC50 than conjugated ones, since free drugs enter
the cells by diffusion while conjugated drugs ﬁrst need to be internalized
by endocytosis and released from the polymer in order to exert their
action [3].
In addition, PGA–PTX–DOX signiﬁcantly inhibited the migration
of MDA-MB-231 and ES-2 cells. This effect is due to the known antimigratory activity of PTX [21,45–47].
Release of IL-6 and TNF-alpha, two major pro-inﬂammatory cytokines, from human peripheral blood mononuclear cells was used as
a model for innate immune response [48]. None of the conjugates induced the release of the cytokines. Interestingly, free DOX caused
release of the cytokines, while a combination of PTX plus DOX did not.
PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate also had no hemolytic activity in an ex vivo
RBC lysis assay, at the concentrations relevant to the in vivo experiment
(0.5 mg/ml conjugate, equivalent to 5 mg/kg DOX for 20 g mouse with
1.5 ml blood volume).
Biodistribution analysis of PGA–PTX–DOX demonstrated preferred accumulation of the conjugate in tumors at all time points.

The accumulation of the conjugate in the kidneys is most probably due
to renal excretion that was already apparent 1.5 hours following injection of the conjugate. Some amount of the conjugate was also detected
in the spleen suggesting splenic clearance of particles by the reticuloendothelial system [49] Treatment with PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate led to a
substantial antitumor effect on human mammary adenocarcinoma
mouse model, compared with controls. We performed a relatively
long-term follow-up (151 days), compared to the other studies on polymer–drug conjugates bearing combination therapy. Examining our results in the short-term (26 days) revealed even better results in terms
of inhibition of tumor growth (see insert enlarged, Fig. 9A). As expected,
the main advantage of the PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate over the combination of PGA–PTX and PGA–DOX was seen in vivo. Both treatments exhibited a similar IC50 in vitro, however, the in vivo antitumor activity of the
combined PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate was greatly enhanced compared
to that of the combination of drugs conjugated to polymers separately.
This conﬁrms that there is an advantage to conjugating two drugs to
the same polymer chain, as it allows synergism by delivering both
drugs to the same target cells simultaneously and at the desired ratio.
It is noteworthy that even though PGA–DOX internalized to
breast and ovarian cancer cells and indeed inhibited their proliferation
(IC50 = 400 nM and 150 nM for ES-2 and MDA-MB-231, respectively),

A

***

***

***

Fig. 9. Antitumor activity and safety of PGA–PTX–DOX in mammary tumor bearing mice. (A) PGA–PTX–DOX conjugate inhibited tumor volume growth more than the combination of PTX
and DOX conjugated to separate polymer chains (PGA–PTX + PGA–DOX) and the combination of free drugs (PTX + DOX) in equivalent concentrations. Insert below graph shows close-up
of results up to 26 days following treatment initiation. Data represent mean ± SEM. Statistical signiﬁcance was determined using two-sided repeated-measures ANOVA (***p b 0.001).
(B) Kaplan–Meyer survival curve. Mice in the PGA–PTX–DOX group had the longest overall survival. (C) Mice treated by free drugs (DOX and PTX plus DOX) suffered from substantial
weight loss as opposed to mice treated with conjugates immediately following treatment and also several weeks later. Data represent mean ± SEM. (D) Representative images of tail
skin lesions that developed a week after the end of treatments in free drugs groups (lower panel), while mice in conjugate groups had no lesions (upper panel).
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Fig. 9 (continued).

unexpectedly it did not induce any tumor growth inhibition in vivo compared to PBS-treated mice (T/C = 1.05). However, when combined with
PGA–PTX ((T/C = 0.55), PGA–DOX did improve its anticancer efﬁcacy
when treating the same tumor-bearing mice (T/C = 0.38), indicating a
synergistic effect.
The superiority of the conjugate is evident in its safety compared to
free drugs, especially to DOX and PTX plus DOX groups that suffered
from extreme weight loss, immediately following the treatments and
also several weeks later. Those treatments caused a reduction of up to

15% in body weight, whereas treatment with the conjugates at equivalent concentrations did not. Free DOX was more toxic than free PTX,
since it was given at a higher dose and the highest toxicity was observed
in the PTX plus DOX-treated group of mice. It is known from previous
studied that PGA alone is non-toxic at the relevant concentrations used
in our experiments [21]. Our work provides in vivo evidence for the
potential of polymer-based multi-drug targeting and strengthens its
prospective clinical translation based on systematically- and rationallydesigned combinations.
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Table 3
Tumor/control ratio at day 26 following treatment initiation.

T/C ratio

PBS

PTX

DOX

PTX + DOX

PGA–DOX

PGA–PTX

PGA–DOX + PGA–PTX

PGA–PTX–DOX

1

0.3

0.19

0.19

1.05

0.55

0.38

0.08

5. Conclusions
We demonstrated a concept of a combined polymer therapeutic
designed to target breast and ovarian cancer by co-delivery of two synergistic drugs conjugated to a single polymer chain. PGA–PTX–DOX
nano-conjugate was synthesized and evaluated in vitro and in vivo,
and was found to be a highly active and non-toxic antitumor agent.
Conjugation with PGA allowed PTX to be soluble in water, as opposed
to free PTX. PGA–PTX–DOX exhibited a signiﬁcant anti-proliferative
and anti-migratory effect on MDA-MB-231 and ES-2 cells. More importantly, our novel conjugate was highly effective in inhibiting the
growth of mammary tumors, compared to a combination of free
drugs and drugs conjugated to polymers separately. In addition, the
conjugate showed improved safety proﬁle compared to the free
drugs. Conjugation of chemotherapeutic drugs to PGA allows speciﬁc
delivery to the tumor by the EPR effect and provides an ideal
platform for true combination therapy, since both drugs are given
simultaneously in one injection and share the same pharmacokinetic
proﬁle.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.jconrel.2014.05.025.
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